
All CSR – related changes are in red. Other changes are Fast Start – related, or Solar on 
Dispatch – related. 

17.1.2.1.2.1.1 Upper and Lower Dispatch Limits for Dispatchable Resources Other 
Than Intermittent Power Resources That Depend on Wind or Solar 
Energy as Their Fuel 

When setting physical base points for a Dispatchable Resource at the first time point, the 

ISO shall ensure that they do not fall outside of the bounds established by the Dispatchable 

Resource’s lower and upper dispatch limits.  A Dispatchable Resource’s dispatch limits shall be 

determined based on whether it was feasible for it to reach the physical base point calculated by 

the last RTD run given its: (A) metered output level and metered Energy Level (if applicable) at 

the time that the RTD run was initialized; (B) response rate; (C) minimum generation level/LOL; 

(D) USL and LSL (if applicable); and (DE) UOLN or UOLE, whichever is applicable.  If it was 

feasible for the Dispatchable Resource to reach that base point, then its upper and lower dispatch 

limits shall reflect the highest and lowest output levels it could achieve over the next RTD 

interval starting from its previous base point, subject to factors (A) through (E) specified above 

its UOLN or UOLE, as applicable, and starting from its previous base point.  If it was not feasible 

for the Dispatchable Resource to reach that base point, then its upper and lower dispatch limits 

shall reflect the highest and lowest output levels it could achieve over the next RTD interval, 

subject to factors (A) through (E) specified above given its UOLN or UOLE, as applicable, but 

instead starting from the feasible output level closest to its previous base point. 

When setting physical base points for a Dispatchable Resource at later time points, the 

ISO shall ensure that they do not fall outside of the bounds established by the Resource’s lower 

and upper dispatch limits for that time point.  A Resource’s dispatch limits at later time points 

shall be based on its: (A) dispatch limits from the first time point; (B) response rate; (C) 

minimum generation level/LOL; (D) Energy Level, USL and LSL (if applicable); and (DE) 

UOLN or UOLE, whichever is applicable.    
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The upper dispatch limit for a Dispatchable Resource at later time points shall be 

determined by increasing adjusting the upper dispatch limit from the first time point at the 

Resource’s response rate, up to its UOLN or UOLE, whichever is applicable, considering Energy 

Level limitations for ISO-Managed ESRs.  The lower dispatch limit for a Dispatchable Resource 

at later time points shall be determined by decreasing adjusting the lower dispatch limit from the 

first time point at the Resource’s response rate, down to its minimum generation level/LOL 

considering applicable Energy Level limitations for ISO-Managed ESRs, or to a Demand Side 

Resource’s Demand Reduction level. 

The RTD Base Point Signals sent to Dispatchable Resources shall be the same as the 

physical base points determined above.   

17.1.2.1.2.2  The Second Pass 

The second RTD pass consists of a least bid cost, multi-period, co-optimized dispatch for 

Energy, Regulation Service, and Operating Reserves that treats: (i) all Fast-Start Resources that 

are committed by RTC, all Resources meeting Minimum Generation Levels and capable of 

starting in ten minutes that have not been committed by RTC: and (iii) all Fixed Block Units 

otherwise instructed to be online or remain online by the ISO, as flexible (i.e., able to be 

dispatched anywhere between zero (0) MW and their UOLN or UOLE, whichever is applicable), 

regardless of their minimum run-time status.  The second pass calculates real-time Energy prices 

and real-time Shadow Prices for Regulation Service and Operating Reserves that the ISO shall 

use for settlement purposes pursuant to Section 4, Rate Schedule 15.3, and Rate Schedule 15.4 of 

this ISO Services Tariff respectively.  The ISO will not use schedules for Energy, Regulation 

Service and Operating Reserves established in the second pass to dispatch Resources. 
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The upper and lower dispatch limits used for ISO-Committed Fixed and Self-Committed 

Fixed Resources shall be the same as the physical base points calculated in the first pass. 

17.1.2.1.2.2.1 Upper and Lower Dispatch Limits for Dispatchable Resources Other 
Than Intermittent Power Resources That Depend on Wind or Solar 
Energy as Their Fuel 

The upper dispatch limit for the first time point of the second pass for a Dispatchable 

Resource shall be the higher of: (A) its upper dispatch limit from the first pass; or (B) its “pricing 

base point” from the first time point of the prior RTD interval adjusted up within its Dispatchable 

range for any possible ramping since that pricing base point was issued less the higher of: (i) the 

physical base point established during the first pass of the RTD immediately prior to the previous 

RTD minus the Resource’s metered output level at the time that the current RTD run was 

initialized, or (ii) zero. 

The lower dispatch limit for the first time point of the second pass for a Dispatchable 

Resource shall be the lower of: (A) its lower dispatch limit from the first pass; or (B) its “pricing 

base point” from the first time point of the prior RTD interval adjusted down within its 

Dispatchable range to account for any possible ramping since that pricing base point was issued 

plus the higher of: (i) the Resource’s metered output level at the time that the current RTD run 

was initialized minus the physical base point established during the first pass of the RTD 

immediately prior to the previous RTD, considering the metered Energy Level if applicable; or 

(ii) zero.  

The upper dispatch limit for the later time points of the second pass for a Dispatchable 

Resource shall be determined by increasing adjusting its upper dispatch limit from the first time 

point at the Resource’s response rate, up to its UOLN or UOLE, whichever is applicable, 

considering Energy Level limitations for ISO-Managed ESRs.  The lower dispatch limit for the 
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later time points of the second pass for a Dispatchable non-Fast-Start Resource shall be 

determined by decreasing adjusting its lower dispatch limit from the first time point at the 

Resource’s response rate, down to its minimum generation level/LOL, considering Energy Level 

limitations for ISO-Managed ESRs.  The lower dispatch limit for the later time points of the 

second pass for a Fast Start Resource shall be determined by decreasing its lower dispatch limit 

from the first time point at the Resource’s response rate, down to zero.  


